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NOTICE TO MARINERS 
 
PLGR Operations. 

 
Notice is hereby given that VBMS will carrying out PLGR operation works as part of the preparations for the 
installation of the export and array cables of  Dudgeon Offshore Wind Farm.  
 
The PLGR involves the vessel Anna-B ( towing a grapnel train arrangement over the seabed ). The grapnel 
wire pulling the grapnel train shall have a length of at least 4-5 times the water depth. The vessel follows the 
cable route to hook in and recover all small debris like lost fishing nets, ropes and wires from the seabed, 
following the centre line of the planned export cable route with a tolerance of 10m to both sides of the export 
cable RPL, giving a 20m corridor. See sketch of typical PLGR general arrangement below. 
 

 

 
 
The Anna-B will arrive on location at or around 09-02-2016. The vessel will be working in the area for an 
expected duration of maximum 28 days. 

http://www.vbms.com/


 
The following map and coordinates, shows an overview of the project area. 

 
 

 
 
The boundaries of the working area are indicated in the figure below, the route is as following  
From KP 1,128 until KP 39,377. 
 

 

Location KP Easting (m) Northing (m) 
Lat  
(DD 

MM.MMMM) 

Lon  
(DDD 

MM.MMMM) 

End of HDD 
(Export West) 

1,128 375141,00 5869200,00 52° 57.4718'  001° 08.4731'  

Midway 
along (Export 
West) 

20,253 384832,50 5885294,61 53° 06.2788'  001° 16.7805'  

OSS bell 
mouth 
(Export West) 

39,377 391860,56 5902944,01 53° 15.8824'  001° 22.7183'  

 
 
 



 
All vessels are requested to keep a sharp look out.  
 
Contact details Anna-B: 
 
Mob: : +31612677648 
Mail: : master.annab@stemat.com 
Vsat: : +31107130524 
 
This Notice to Mariners has been provided by: 
 
G.Gerlagh 
 

T +31 (0) 786417500 Rietgorsweg 4 

M+31 (0) 629306887 P.O. Box 282 

www.vbms.com  3350AG Papendrecht 

g.gerlagh@vbms.com 
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